Feedback Form n = 104

Healing From Loss and Abandonment
Presented By: Claudia Black, Ph.D. (B0908) 5/29/12
Dear Participant:
Thank you for completing this program. We value your comments. Please complete and return this form with your test.
1.

How helpful was the program in increasing your understanding of:
Day 1
1) Loss and Abandonment ……………………………………………….....

Very Helpful
5
4

Some Help
3
2

No Help AVG
1
4.5

2) Cycle of Pain Response ………………………………………………….

5

4

3

2

1

4.4

3) From Script to Choice …………………………………………………...

5

4

3

2

1

4.3

4) Baggage Cart …………………………………………………………….

5

4

3

2

1

4.1

5) Legacy of Trauma ………………………………………………………..

5

4

3

2

1

2.2

6) Strategies for Addressing Addictive Families............................................

5

4

3

2

1

2.2

7) Addressing Barriers to Recovery.………………………………………...

5

4

3

2

1

2.3

8) Application of Loss and Abandonment to Latest Work ………………….

5

4

3

2

1

2.1

Very Effective
5
4

3

2

Ineffective
1

4.5

Most Knowledgeable
5
4

3

Least Knowledgeable
2
1

4.8

Day 2

2.

3.

How effective was Dr. Black in presenting this program?

How knowledgeable was Dr. Black regarding the material she presented?
Comments regarding Dr. Black’s quality of instruction and teaching ability:

4.

5.

BEFORE you began this program, how valuable did you anticipate this program would be for you?
Very Valuable
5
4
NOW that you have finished this program, how valuable did you find it?
Very Valuable
5
4

Have you completed other J&K Seminar home study programs? ____Yes

3

2

No Value
1

4.1

3

2

No Value
1

4.4

____No

Now that you have completed this program, how inclined are you to order other J&K programs?
Highly Inclined
Somewhat Inclined
5
4
3
2
Comments:

Additional Overall Comments, Criticisms, Compliments and Suggestions (What can we do to improve our programs?):

Disinclined
1

Speaker
A lot of material to cover in 2 days.
Absolutely great! Reaches where she needs to
Appreciated organized structure
Bounced back & forth from clinical to personal
Clear, concise and easy to understand.
Drew me in from the start
Dynamic, Entertaining, Personal
Enjoyed use of examples into her instruction
Excellent
Excellent presenter! Interesting & Knowledgeable
Excellent presentation, engaging, well paced
Excellent presentation and knowledgeable
Excellent program, Gifted healer
Excellent, easy to listen to
Exceptionally helpful & helpful with future client
Expert in her field
Fascinating, good presentation!
Good presenters
Good rapport but would have like more data
Great package, handouts helpful
I have followed her work for many years
I liked the humor balance
I love the attitude, the openness and the humor
I wanted more than 1 hour dedicated to treatment
I liked how she handles peoples questions
Unprofessional attitude at times
Interesting, knowledgeable and engaging
Knowledgeable & personable. Sense of humor.
Knowledgeable and interesting presenter
Knowledgeable but too much material for 6 hours
More clinical examples and interventions
More dynamic & knowledgeable than 20 years ago
Needs much more treatment focus
Overall good
Packed w/ extreme valuable info, concrete example
Pressured speech hard to understand
Really got a lot out of this
Teaching style was awful, delivery condescending
The handouts were helpful
They were great, humor was just right!
This seminar was so-so.
This was excellent, I learned a lot!
Very engaging
Very good, occasionally fast

Very informative and easy to listen to
Very informative presentation
Very worth while program

Comment
Breadth of knowledge is very impressive
Convenient and interesting
Did good therapy w/ info I received!
Engaged well with audience
Excellent as always!
Good at explaining theory & transitioning
Good presentation, Fair CE credit
Great seminar!
High quality presenters, tracking of CD helpful
High Quality, info moved fast.
I always like your programs
I did not hear question #36 material
I didn’t understand the use of hula hoops
I love all the topics you have available5
I really appreciate your products
I really enjoyed your Burns presentation.
I would love to hear a part II.
Interesting & helpful
It was largely new to me
Liked use of examples
Much more on addiction that I expected
My best CEU experience ever
Presenters have embraced their clients issues a bi
Really loved this course
Some questions drive answers that are up to debate
Title deceiving
too long winded at times
Too many question at the end of session
Very informative an helpful to my practice!
Very misleading as there is much of addiction
Your programs provide me with the access to training
More dynamic & knowledgeable than 20 years ago
Needs much more treatment focus
Overall good
Packed w/ extreme valuable info, concrete example
Pressured speech hard to understand
Really got a lot out of this
Teaching style was awful, delivery condescending
The handouts were helpful
They were great, humor was just right!
This seminar was so-so.
This was excellent, I learned a lot!
Very engaging
Very good, occasionally fast

Very informative and easy to listen to
Very informative presentation
Very worth while program

